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Editorial

The victims of armed con!icts over the past  
year – in places like Syria, Iraq, South Sudan, 
Ukraine and various other theaters of war –  
remind us once again just how much suffering 
could be avoided through more effective con!ict 
prevention and transformation. Recent decades 
have been marked by wars which seem to linger 
on interminably, indicating how challenging  
it is to resolve con!icts once they have broken  
out. This underlines the urgent need to develop 
measures to prevent and transform con!icts,  
in spite of all the dif"culties involved. There is no 
doubt that the contributions made by organiza-
tions committed to achieving this objective  
could be improved. This can be done by gaining  
in-depth knowledge of the circumstances in the 
areas concerned, by applying lessons learned 
from previous experiences in a relevant and 
targeted way and by coordinating with competent 
local and international partners. Ultimately, 
however, it is absolutely crucial for the con!icting 
parties and their «political families» to have  
a genuine willingness to "nd sustainable solu-
tions to con!icts. With its wealth of experience in 
speci"c contexts, swisspeace remains deter-
mined to play a constructive role in preventing 
and resolving con!ict – not just on paper, but in 
practice too.

Jakob Kellenberger
President of swisspeace

Dr. Jakob Kellenberger
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The Foundation

New management structure  
and a stronger presence in Basel

The year 2014 was marked  
by a reorganization of the 
Foundation’s management 
structure, the "rst direct  
funding received from  
the canton of Basel-Stadt  
and successful program  
and research activities.

In recognition of the increasing importance of 
organizational development, swisspeace created 
the new post of Chief Operating Of"cer in 2014. 
The Foundation was presented with the oppor-
tunity to reorganize its management structure 
due to the departure of Anita Müller, who left 
swisspeace after eleven years of service to 
pursue her career, and Heinz Krummenacher’s 
decision to step down from the executive 
management following his election as mayor  
of Alpnach in the canton of Obwalden. While 
reducing his workload, Mr. Krummenacher  
will continue to be on hand to help swisspeace  
in the area of communications and provide  
expertise on matters relating to early warning.

 In September, swisspeace received  
encouraging news: the Swisslos fund of the can-
ton of Basel-Stadt pledged its support for our  
peacebuilding and research activities from  
2015 to 2017 in the form of a one-off contribution 
of CHF 900,000. This was the "rst time that  
a canton had agreed to contribute such a 
substantial amount to the Foundation’s funding. 
The second half of the year also marked the 
launch of a new advanced training program by 
swisspeace at the University of Basel: a Master  
of Advanced Studies (MAS) in civilian peace-
building. In addition, the Foundation held 
numerous events in Basel in connection with  
the Swiss chairmanship of the Organization  
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).

 In terms of program activities, we achieved 
particular success. In Myanmar we signi"cantly 
strengthened the capacities of the civil society 
in the peace process, whereas in Palestine 
we contributed to public administration reforms 
as precondition for reconciliation. In a consortium 
of "ve organizations, swisspeace was also 
awarded a multi-year mandate to support the 
European External Action Service (EEAS) on 
issues regarding mediation and peacebuilding. 
The Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF) made 
valuable contributions to important international 
discussions on peacebuilding in 2014. Engaging 
in such varied but complementary "elds  
constantly poses challenges. Our current efforts  
to formulate the next multi-year strategy are 
intended to provide fresh stimulus and highlight 
possible options for action.

Matthias Boss and Laurent Goetschel
Executive Management



In 2014, Switzerland took  
over the chairmanship of the 
Organization for Security  
and Co-operation in Europe  
(OSCE) for the second time, 
having previously held it in 1996. 
The meeting of the Ministerial  
Council of the OSCE and the 
Parallel Civil Society Conference 
in Basel in December 2014 
rounded off what had been an 
important year for the OSCE, 
during which the organization 
reached a new level of 
signi"cance.

swisspeace gives civil society 
a voice within the OSCE

2014 at a glance

 ! Mandate to strengthen the dialogue between  
the OSCE and civil society during the Swiss  
chairmanship in 2014, for example through the  
OSCE Parallel Civil Society Conference in Basel 
on 2 and 3 December, funded by the FDFA OSCE  
Chairmanship Task Force

 ! Coordination of a public program held in the run-up 
to the OSCE Ministerial Council meeting in Basel,  
at the request of the canton of Basel-Stadt

 ! Participation in the Swiss NGO Working Group on  
the OSCE coordinated by humanrights.ch

 ! Various roundtables and events on the OSCE area, 
e.g. a panel discussion entitled «Ukraine 2014 – 
from Revolution to Secession?» held at the  
University of Basel 

 

OSCE
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The events surrounding the Ministerial Council 
meeting in Basel presented both opportunities 
and challenges not just for the Swiss government, 
but for swisspeace too. While the activities of  
the Swiss chairmanship of the OSCE were often in 
the international spotlight, swisspeace operated 
behind the scenes, trying to stimulate dialogue on 
peace and security within the OSCE member 
states.

 Commissioned by the Swiss Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA), swisspeace 
throughout the year supported various civil 
society events in the OSCE region to which 
representatives of local NGOs were invited by  
the Swiss embassies and the OSCE institutions. 
At workshops in Belgrade, Vienna, Dushanbe and 
Tbilisi, topics such as the prevention of torture, 
tolerance and non-discrimination, freedom  
of opinion and the protection of human rights 
defenders were discussed and recommendations 
were formulated for the attention of the OSCE  
and its member states. swisspeace joined forces 
with the Civic Solidarity Platform to ensure that 
these civil society proposals were handed over 
personally to the OSCE Chairperson-in-Of"ce 
Didier Burkhalter and brought to the attention of 
the OSCE Ministerial Council at its meeting in 
Basel.

 swisspeace, on behalf of the canton of 
Basel-Stadt, also successfully offered the 
residents of Basel a closer insight into the OSCE 
and peace policy issues it deals with. A photo-
graphy exhibition on peace – displayed "rst on 
the banks of the river Rhine and then on the city’s 
Theaterplatz – along with panel discussions 
involving speakers such as ambassador Heidi 
Tagliavini and city tours led by Georg Kreis,  
who highlighted Basel’s historical role as city of 
peace, met with a very positive response.



OSCE

Strengthening our political and academic relations in the OSCE region
Together with the Civic Solidarity Platform, a network of around 60 NGOs, 
swisspeace organized and coordinated various civil society events ahead  
of the meeting of the OSCE Ministerial Council in Basel. In joining this network,  
swisspeace multiplied its contacts with human rights organizations. In  
terms of our links with governmental institutions, too, we are well placed to  
voice peace policy recommendations within Europe and amongst the OSCE 
member states following the appointment of swisspeace Vice President Barbara 
Haering onto the OSCE’s Panel of Eminent Persons on European Security,  
which has been set up by Germany, Serbia and Switzerland. The same applies  
in relation to the OSCE Network of Think Tanks and Academic Institutions, in 
which swisspeace will be represented by Director Laurent Goetschel.

Representatives from civil society hand
over their catalogue of recommendations
for the OSCE Ministerial Council 
meeting to Didier Burkhalter, the OSCE 
Chairperson-in-Of"ce, and to the Serbian
ambassador at a press conference.
Lukas Krienbuehl / swisspeace 
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Dealing with the Past

2014 at a glance

 ! «Archives & Dealing with the Past Project»,  
funded by the HSD, in collaboration with the  
Swiss Federal Archives

 ! Swiss National Science Foundation research project 
«Resisting Transitional Justice? Alternative Visions of 
Peace and Justice»

 ! Support for the Human Rights Commission of the 
Philippines in implementing the law on reparations

 ! Regional workshops on dealing with the past  
in the Philippines, Burundi and Egypt commissioned 
by the HSD

 ! «Dealing with the Past Advanced Learning Course» 
run in cooperation with the FDFA

 ! Lectures and seminars on transitional justice  
at the University of Basel and on international  
criminal law at the University of Lucerne 

 

A graf"ti in Tunis is pointing 
toward a free country after the 
«Jasmine Revolution».
Denis Bocquet / Creative Commons
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The question of how to deal with such crimes  
and the actors involved is crucial to ensuring 
lasting peace and extends far beyond the judicial 
domain. swisspeace’s work therefore follows  
a holistic approach based on four key pillars: the 
right to know, the right to justice, the right to 
reparation and the guarantee of non-recurrence. 
Since Tunisia’s Truth and Dignity Commission  
was established in 2014, swisspeace has been 
advising it on matters concerning access to 
archives which are essential for dealing with the 
past. The Foundation also joined forces with  
the Human Security Division (HSD) of the FDFA  
to run a regional workshop on dealing with  
the past for actors from Tunisia, Egypt and Libya.

An «Arab Winter» in Egypt?
While the Truth and Dignity Commission in Tunisia 
has set to work, is listening to testimonies from 
victims and preparing the payment of reparations, 
in Egypt no one has yet been convicted for the 
killing of almost 800 demonstrators during  
the revolution. Mubarak himself was acquitted of 
all charges in December 2014. However, Nicola  
Diday, who is working in the Dealing with the Past  
program at swisspeace, refuses to already 
describe the transition process in Egypt as failed: 
«Examples from other countries show that  
the transition to a stable democratic system is  
often a laborious process hampered by setbacks». 
There are also pro-reform forces within  
the Egyptian administration which should be 
supported.
 
 Egypt is not the only place where the 
process of dealing with the past has encountered 
obstacles, however. Despite setting an example, 
Tunisia faces its problems too. The Truth and 
Dignity Commission was set up by the government 
and will therefore never be seen as a completely 
independent institution. Gaining access to  
presidential and police archives is also proving 
particularly dif"cult, as they might contain 
sensitive information on past crimes.

The dif"culty of dealing
with the past after the Arab Spring

Serious violations of human 
rights were a feature of  
both Ben Ali’s regime in Tunisia  
and Hosni Mubarak’s rule  
over Egypt. When it comes to  
dealing with their recent past, 
however, these two countries  
are at very different stages.  
While Tunisia is making  
progress, the process appears  
to be blocked in Egypt.

Dealing with the Past
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Since the end of the Cold War, 
research has been increasingly 
shining the spotlight on the 
strong relationship between  
war and state failure. Civil  
wars, especially those in  
Africa, are regularly linked to 
state weakness and fragility.

The signi"cance of war in 
statebuilding and why 
swisspeace is interested in it

social and political claims they are making in the 
name of which social groups. After all, when a war 
ends and the country prepares to write a new 
chapter in its history, it does not start with a 
clean slate, but with a page full of memories of 
the past. If this reality is not taken into account in 
the process of rebuilding a functioning state, it 
will be impossible to achieve lasting peace.

This point of view disregards the fact that state-
building processes have historically been linked 
to warfare. Didier Péclard, Head of the Statehood 
& Con!ict program at swisspeace, explains that if 
one considers the development of the modern 
state system in Europe since the end of the Thirty 
Years’ War, it is obvious that war has played a 
decisive role in the formation of states right up to 
the present day. While we have accepted this 
without argument with regard to statebuilding 
processes in the western OECD countries, we 
have been unable or unwilling to countenance it in 
relation to Asia or Africa. «We have dif"culty 
facing up to this fact, because armed con!icts 
always mean a great deal of destruction and the 
deaths of countless innocent people», Péclard 
adds.

 If war is, for all intents and purposes, 
an unavoidable historical factor, why does 
swisspeace devote so much attention to it in its 
research? Surely one would only have to wait until 
this violence-ridden process was over. Then one 
could welcome the war-weary actors into the 
bosom of the international community. Didier 
Péclard insists that there is no place for this kind 
of fatalistic interpretation of the necessity for 
violence in statebuilding processes. Yet, if rebels 
are seen merely as greedy and violent warlords, 
there is a risk of overlooking their potential role as 
a mouthpiece for legitimate social demands. That 
is why our researchers are keen to "nd out, for 
example, how rebel forces in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo legitimize themselves and what 

Statehood & Con!ict
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A state under construction: 
the new parliament buildings in 
the Angolan capital Luanda.
Didier Péclard / swisspeace 

2014 at a glance

 ! DDLGN learning project for the SDC on informal  
actors in local democratic processes

 ! Research and advisory mandate on the Council  
of Traditional Authority Leaders (COTAL)  
in South Sudan for the HSD of the FDFA

 ! Research consortium «Researching Livelihoods  
and Services Affected by Con!ict»

 ! 2 research grants from the Gerda Henkel Foundation 
for the projects «Security, Rebel Governance and 
the State in North Kivu» and «Land Governance  
and Con!ict Resolution in South Sudan»

 ! Mandate to design a governance project in Myanmar 
for the SDC

 ! 5 completed PhD projects
 ! Various academic lectures, seminars and training 

courses
 ! Research grant from the Volkswagen Foundation
 ! Mandate on electoral assistance and democracy 

promotion for the HSD (until May 2014) 

 
 

Statehood & Con!ict
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Should mediators be allowed
to deviate from speci"c norms
if it means preventing a stale-
mate in peace negotiations?
Lorenz Häberli / swisspeace

Mediation training: awakening dormant skills
According to Corinne von Burg from the Mediation team at swisspeace, mediation 
training courses, such as the annual «Swiss Peace Mediation Course» run by the 
FDFA and the MSP, are all about giving participants the essential tools and 
speci"c skills they need to conduct peace negotiations. This includes apparently 
mundane things such as actively listening to the con!icting parties, something 
that can be practiced in role plays. Training courses are also aimed at teaching 
participants how to look beyond the purported positions of the actors in a con!ict 
and uncover deeper interests. Yet, wouldn’t people who are involved in peace-
building already have developed these skills? «Not necessarily», says Corinne von 
Burg. «Although it is common for them to already have these abilities, it is 
important to make them aware of these skills and to practice them, so that they 
can use them effectively in a professional environment later on».

Mediation
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Mediation

Norms play a key role in mediation 
as a frame of reference. The 
expectations for mediators to use 
normative frameworks in 
mediation processes between 
con!icting parties have grown. 
Parties to con!ict are increasingly 
expected and requested to 
adhere to norms – especially 
when predominantly western 
negotiators mediate on behalf of 
international organizations such 
as the United Nations.

There is a whole range of normative frameworks 
to follow during mediation processes, from 
respecting human rights to including women and 
all parties involved in the con!ict in the peace 
talks. The Mediation team at swisspeace gained 
insight into this in 2012, when it supported the 
United Nations in including normative principles 
into the UN Guidance for Effective Mediation. 
Some important questions have since been raised 
in this regard: how strong an in!uence should 
norms have on mediation processes? For 
example, must mediators rigidly abide by the 
norm of inclusivity and gather all con!icting 
parties and stakeholders around the table, or can 
they deviate from this principle if doing so would 
prevent the process from reaching a stalemate?  
 
 Interviews conducted as part of a project 
supported by the Norwegian Peacebuilding 
Resource Centre (NOREF) and the Mediation 
Support Project (MSP) showed that mediators are 
by no means unanimous on this issue. Yet, they 
shared the view that fundamental norms relating 
to international law, such as the stipulation that 
unconditional amnesty cannot be granted for war 
crimes, leave no scope for interpretation. Less 
clearly de"ned normative principles such as 

Bringing norms into mediation 
processes: but when and how?

«economic equality» may allow for greater 
interpretative !exibility. Often, however, when a 
speci"c norm is brought into play has a more 
decisive impact. For example, the prohibition of 
impunity stipulated right at the start of negotia-
tions signi"cantly restricts the room for 
maneuver. Thus, the success of mediation efforts 
ultimately depends both on the skills and 
experience of the mediation team in introducing 
norms at the right time and in the right amount, 
and on the willingness of the parties to allow 
these norms to be incorporated into the process.

2014 at a glance

 ! Mediation Support Project (MSP): a long-term  
support project for peace mediators from the FDFA, 
a joint venture by swisspeace and the Center for 
Security Studies at ETH Zurich

 ! Technical support for the Con!ict Prevention, Peace 
Building and Mediation Instruments division of the 
European External Action Service (EEAS)

 ! Research project on norms in mediation supported 
by NOREF and the HSD

 ! Mandate for UN Women to provide mediation train-
ing for women involved in the peace negotiations in 
Myanmar 

 ! Cooperation with the Beyond Cease"res Initiative 
(BCI) to support the peace process in Myanmar

 ! Various projects on the con!ict in Syria
 ! Dialogue project in North Kosovo funded by the HSD
 ! Mediation training for mediators from the UN  

and IGAD 
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In 2014, swisspeace played  
an important role in developing 
the Swiss National Action  
Plan on Business and Human 
Rights. The purpose of this 
strategy is to prevent human 
rights violations through 
enterprises operating inter-
nationally, their subsidiary 
companies and subcontractors.

In June 2011, the United Nations Human Rights 
Council endorsed the UN Guiding Principles  
on Business and Human Rights, which are 
designed to ensure that business activities do  
not come into con!ict with human rights.  
They pay particular attention to clarifying the 
respective responsibilities of businesses and 
governments. In 2012, in response to a postulate 
from Swiss National Council member Alec von 
Graffenried, Switzerland set about drawing  
up a National Action Plan (NAP) for implementing 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and  
Human Rights.

Consultations with stakeholders
As one of the "rst steps in this process,  
swisspeace was commissioned by the Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) to conduct  
a comparative study led by Andreas Graf,  
investigating similar processes in the United 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Spain and Norway. 
This cross-country analysis then helped to 
determine how to proceed in Switzerland. In a 
following stage, the FDFA and the State  
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), the two 
entities responsible for the NAP process within 
the Swiss administration, mandated swisspeace 
to carry out a series of interviews with stake-
holders from trade associations, companies, civil 
society and academia to "nd out their views  
and expectations. The "nal report was submitted 
in March 2014, serving the working group of  
the Swiss administration to develop the NAP, 
which is expected to be ready by summer 2015.

A Swiss strategy for 
preventing human rights violations
through businesses

Business & Peace

2014 at a glance

 ! Supporting the SECO and the FDFA in stakeholder 
consultations regarding the Swiss National Action 
Plan on Business and Human Rights

 ! Mandate to support the UN Working Group  
on Business and Human Rights with regard to its 
work on National Action Plans

 ! Two ongoing doctoral theses on the topics  
of business and human rights as well as corruption

 ! Supporting the Danzer Group, NOMADES Swiss Ltd 
and the Globetrotter Group in the area of con!ict 
sensitivity

 ! Research project in collaboration with International 
Alert on the role of agribusiness in con!ict and 
peace 
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The new Guidance on National 
Action Plans was presented at the 
United Nations in Geneva in early 
December 2014.
OHCHR

Business & Peace

Contributing to UN guidelines
The UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights, which Andreas 
Graf of swisspeace has been advising, has developed new Guidance on 
National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights. The guidelines 
de"ne the following four essential criteria for drafting adequate NAPs:
$ The content should be based on the UN Guiding Principles  
 on Business and Human Rights.
$ It is important to adapt the Guiding Principles to the speci"c national  
 context, as each state has different priorities and challenges.
$ Both government and non-governmental stakeholders should be  
 involved in the process to give it a broad support base.
$ National Action Plans are not static and should be continuously   
 updated in line with developments.

The "rst version of the guidelines, which was presented in Geneva  
in December 2014, also sets out 15 steps for developing and  
implementing NAPs. Step 9 states that a draft plan should be con- 
sulted on before the NAP is of"cially approved. This is precisely 
where Switzerland stands now, in spring 2015.
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In Bangladesh many agricultural
products are sold at busy local
markets.
Christian Poffet / www.poffet.net

Peacebuilding Analysis & Impact

Those who pay want to see results; those who see results are willing to pay
The peacebuilding "eld has changed dramatically in recent years. International 
NGOs and donors are operating on a global scale and competition is growing. 
When it comes to monitoring and evaluating a peacebuilding program, the 
emphasis lies not only on improving processes but also increasingly on lending 
legitimacy to the project itself – especially vis-à-vis the donors. Taken to 
extremes, the projects most likely to receive funding are those whose impact  
can be clearly measured. Whether that is bene"cial to peacebuilding as a whole  
is another matter. For his doctoral thesis, Stefan Bächtold is examining what 
means actors involved in peacebuilding today are using to legitimize their 
work, ideas and projects and the extent to which these processes have changed. 
As a case study, he has chosen to investigate peacebuilding discourses and 
practices in Myanmar. He is currently analyzing the data he has collected for 
his thesis.
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2014 at a glance

 ! Mandate regarding the reintegration of Fatah civil 
servants in the labor market in Gaza, supported  
by the FDFA (SDC and HSD)

 ! Strategic support for UNDP in Guinea and for the 
FDFA in Palestine

 ! Various con!ict analyses, e.g. for HEKS in Ethiopia
 ! Numerous training courses on con!ict-sensitive 

work in fragile contexts, especially for the SDC and 
the African Development Bank (AfDB)

 ! Various seminars on impact assessment for  
the HSD and the feminist peace organization cfd

 ! Development of an online course and portal  
on con!ict sensitivity for Swiss NGOs

 ! Project on «Result-orientation in Peacebuilding» 
funded by PeaceNexus

 ! Advisory mandate on «Theory of Change for  
Integrated Programming» for HEKS in Bangladesh

 ! Mandates from the FDFA on early warning  
in Myanmar and on risk analysis for UNDP 

What difference do aid projects 
make? Last year, swisspeace 
developed an impact strategy 
for a project run by Swiss 
Church Aid (HEKS) with the aim 
of linking economic growth with 
the integration of marginalized 
social groups in the north-
western part of Bangladesh.

«It is dif"cult to establish a link 
between a local project in Bangladesh 
and world peace»

Peacebuilding Analysis & Impact

The idea of a direct causal link between peace-
building and peace is outdated. Peace processes 
are in!uenced by countless interconnected 
factors, which make it dif"cult to gauge the real 
impact of individual projects. «You can count  
how many wells have been built, but measuring  
what in!uence a project has on the peaceful 
coexistence of social groups is another matter 
altogether», says Stefan Bächtold of swisspeace, 
who was working on the mandate in Bangladesh.

 Bangladesh, one of the poorest countries 
in the world, is marked by corruption as well 
as political and social con!icts. The Dalit people 
living in the north-western part of the country 
have long found themselves on the lowest rung of 
the social ladder. The same region is also home 
to many indigenous groups, called Adivasi. Like 
the Dalits, they are disadvantaged not only 
socially but on an economic and political level 
too. Ignored by the authorities, these two commu-
nities continue to be denied their fundamental 
human rights. Social integration of the Dalit 
and Adivasi people into economic value chains is 
the long-term goal of the pilot project run by 
HEKS.

 Based on a con!ict and market analysis, 
swisspeace developed a holistic impact strategy 
made up of small intermediate steps, which are 
now in the process of being implemented by 
the local partner organizations. They are designed 
to take all relevant in!uencing factors into 

account. For example, there would be little use in 
giving the Dalits and Adivasis work or access to 
markets, because the social stigma surrounding 
the «untouchable people» is so strong that they 
would still be avoided, even as traders. To improve 
their situation on a long-term basis and prevent 
con!icts, the "rst thing to do in this instance is to 
change public opinion. Considering the context 
from this holistic perspective, combined with 
a step-by-step approach, not only increases the 
chances of a project successfully producing 
results, but also makes it easier to answer the 
question of what difference it makes or not.
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The year 2000 marked a turning 
point in the discourse on gender 
in peacebuilding. That was  
the year when the UN Security 
Council adopted Resolution  
1325, with the aim of providing 
protection for women in con!icts  
and strengthening their role  
in peace processes. The efforts  
of those who had long been 
campaigning for an end to male 
dominance over matters relating 
to war and peace were "nally 
being rewarded.

 First and foremost, Sancar believes that 
there has been a change of perspective. Initially  
the emphasis was on whether and how many 
women are allowed to sit around the negotiating 
table. Now the question being asked is, more 
crucially, who these women are representing.  
In the context of the Syrian con!ict for instance,  
it has become apparent that the women of"cially 
invited to take part in talks are all Syrians in  
exile, while those who could bring "rst-hand 
knowledge of everyday life in the con!ict zone to  
discussions are barely represented. Efforts to 
take the speci"c needs of women in the con!ict 
areas into account are too little and too late. All 
the burden of caring for children and the elderly 
falls on their shoulders. Yet, out of fear that 
women could fall victim to sexual violence, they 
are increasingly being ostracized from the  
public space. «Protecting women should not  
mean excluding them from social life», says 
Sancar. On a self-critical note, she remarks that 
Resolution 1325 does not pay enough attention  
to this point. KOFF is therefore aiming to create 
the platform for shifting the focus more toward 
local experiences and social participation  
of women in future.

Women in the "ght for peace: 
the "ne line between protection 
and marginalization

So where do we stand now, 15 years after the 
adoption of Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace 
and Security? How has the topic of gender in 
peacebuilding developed since then? Annemarie 
Sancar, Senior Program Of"cer for gender at 
swisspeace, has been taking a look back and 
explains that this UN resolution has made quite  
an impact in Switzerland. In 2007 the Swiss 
Federal Council approved the "rst National Action 
Plan (NAP) for implementing Resolution 1325.  
As part of a mandate, the Center for Peacebuilding 
(KOFF) of swisspeace is supporting the implemen-
tation of what is now the third edition of the 
NAP. However, the roundtables on gender which  
KOFF has organized during the past years clearly 
indicate that the resolution is too narrow in scope. 
«There is increasing doubt over whether, during 
and after con!icts, there is any sustainable 
improvement toward gender equality», says 
Sancar, adding that some key concerns raised  
by local women’s organizations have been 
overlooked.

Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF)
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2014 at a glance

 ! 18 country-speci"c roundtables, 
e.g. on Central America or Afghanistan

 ! 10 thematic roundtables, e.g. on gender or  
natural resources

 ! 6 issues of Critical Re!ections and  
10 KOFF Newsletters

 ! International expert conference on con!ict sensitivity 
and KOFF conference on «Human Rights  
Defenders at Risk»

 ! Joint strategy process of the civil society in  
Guatemala with the establishment of the «Foro Suizo»

 ! Backstopping mandate from the HSD to support  
the National Action Plan on UN Resolution 1325

 ! Joint conference with the Canadian Embassy  
on UN Resolution 1325

 ! 4 KOFF training courses, e.g. on con!ict analysis
 ! Tailor-made training workshops on con!ict sensitivity 

for KOFF member organizations
 ! Strategic support of the FDFA, e.g. in Mali 

Out and about in Beirut: a women’s
rights activist shows what living
conditions are like in a fragile state 
like Lebanon.
Rahel Fischer / swisspeace

Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF)
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swisspeace Academy

There is a growing need for 
practitioners in peacebuilding  
to examine their work from  
a critical perspective. They want  
to discover what researchers  
have to say on issues they are 
faced with in their day-to-day 
activities. The swisspeace 
Academy, which is associated 
with the University of Basel,  
has been successfully "lling this 
gap as the feedback attests.

A successful start
for the swisspeace Academy

Since 2012, swisspeace has been offering a 
Certi"cate of Advanced Studies (CAS) course in 
civilian peacebuilding at the University of Basel. 
This course, which was run for the third time  
in 2014, can now be counted toward a Masters of 
Advanced Studies (MAS) in peace and con!ict 
transformation, which swisspeace has been 
offering as modular program since September 
2014. Therefore, we have signi"cantly expanded 
our training opportunities, adding two "ve-day 
courses on «Business, Con!ict and Peace»  
and «Con!ict Prevention and Early Warning» as 
well as a year-long program on peacebuilding 
methodologies. All courses are led by researchers 
and practitioners from swisspeace, along with 
internationally renowned experts as guest 
lecturers.

Positive outlook
Our training offer has attracted interest from 
practitioners and academics across the world. 
Also due to the positive feedback received  
from participants who have completed the 
programs, we are con"dent that the new courses 
being launched in 2015 («National Dialogue  
and Peace Mediation», «Dealing with the Past», 
«Fragility, Con!ict and Statebuilding», and 
«Gender Equality and Peacebuilding») will prove 
popular too. These courses are geared toward  

the key topics dealt with by swisspeace. The idea 
is to offer a selection of in-depth, modular 
courses which not only enable participants to 
obtain a MAS quali"cation, but also provide  
them with useful knowledge that they can apply 
to their day-to-day work. Hence, swisspeace  
is committed to its credo of bringing together 
research and practice in further education too 
and is continuously broadening its network  
of partners.
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Flyers of the postgraduate 
courses offered at the 
swisspeace Academy.
swisspeace

swisspeace Academy

2014 at a glance

 ! Postgraduate programs including MAS in  
peace and con!ict transformation and CAS in  
civilian peacebuilding at the swisspeace Academy:  
academy.swisspeace.ch

 ! Wide range of postgraduate courses, 
e.g. on con!ict prevention

 ! 4 KOFF training courses, e.g. on «Analyzing Con!icts 
Revisited – From Theory to Practice»

 ! «Peace Mediation Course» run in collaboration  
with the CSS at ETH Zurich and the FDFA

 ! «Dealing with the Past Course» run in collaboration 
with the FDFA

 ! «Swiss Peacebuilding Training Course»  
in cooperation with GCSP, SWISSINT and the FDFA

 ! Lectures, seminars and symposiums  
at the University of Basel

 ! Various other tailored courses and training  
workshops 
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Financial report 2014

Notes
The "nancial report forms part of our annual reporting. It comprises the 2014 "nancial statement  
with a year-on-year comparison, which has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers SA and  
has been produced in accordance with Swiss GAAP ARR 21 recommendations. It also includes 
explanatory notes on the "nancial and business performance and necessary additional information.  
The 2014 "nancial statement was approved by the board of the Foundation on 20 May 2015.

Balance sheet     
 
          
     Restatement
   3!.!2.20!4  3!.!2.20!3
   CHF  CHF
Assets
 
Liquid assets  #98 #7#.40  627 4#2.52
Receivables  237 356.22  356 878.60
Other short-term receivables  802.54  44 656.#7
Prepayment and accrued income  # #06 043.04  442 243.5#
Total current assets  ! 542 373.20  ! 47! 190.80     
   
Fixed assets in kind  57 43#.#0  60 770.00
Fixed "nancial assets  3# 827.85  30 6#3.75
Total "xed assets  89 258.95  9! 383.75
    
Total assets  ! 63! 632.!5  ! 562 574.55
    
    
Liabilities   
    
Short-term "nancial liabilities  0.00  32 654.56
Creditors   232 598.#0  92 ##2.#0
Other short-term liabilities  #2# #36.75  ##5 322.#0
Deferred income  # 039 657.92  # 022 8##.52
Total short-term liabilities  # 393 392.77  # 262 900.28
         
Foundation capital  290 000.00  290 000.00
Free funds  #7 000.00  35 000.00
Loss brought forward  -25 325.73  4 369.54
Result for the year  -43 434.89  -29 695.27
Total organizational capital  238 239.38  299 674.27
    
Total liabilities  ! 63! 632.!5  ! 562 574.55
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Balance sheet     
 
          
     Restatement
   3!.!2.20!4  3!.!2.20!3
   CHF  CHF
Assets
 
Liquid assets  #98 #7#.40  627 4#2.52
Receivables  237 356.22  356 878.60
Other short-term receivables  802.54  44 656.#7
Prepayment and accrued income  # #06 043.04  442 243.5#
Total current assets  ! 542 373.20  ! 47! 190.80     
   
Fixed assets in kind  57 43#.#0  60 770.00
Fixed "nancial assets  3# 827.85  30 6#3.75
Total "xed assets  89 258.95  9! 383.75
    
Total assets  ! 63! 632.!5  ! 562 574.55
    
    
Liabilities   
    
Short-term "nancial liabilities  0.00  32 654.56
Creditors   232 598.#0  92 ##2.#0
Other short-term liabilities  #2# #36.75  ##5 322.#0
Deferred income  # 039 657.92  # 022 8##.52
Total short-term liabilities  # 393 392.77  # 262 900.28
         
Foundation capital  290 000.00  290 000.00
Free funds  #7 000.00  35 000.00
Loss brought forward  -25 325.73  4 369.54
Result for the year  -43 434.89  -29 695.27
Total organizational capital  238 239.38  299 674.27
    
Total liabilities  ! 63! 632.!5  ! 562 574.55

Income statement       
 

     Restatement
   20!4  20!3
   CHF  CHF
Income   
 
Donations   2# 353.#4  #4 323.#5
Funds for programs / projects  4 270 372.74  4 325 327.74
Contribution from SERI as per Art. 16 of the RIPA  650 000.00  600 000.00
Core contribution from FDFA    3#3 000.00  3#3 730.00
Contribution from the University of Basel  57 948.00  94 396.00
Contribution from the canton Basel-Stadt  200 000.00  #0 000.00
Contribution from the SAHS  28  0#7.70  22 389.#0
Other operating income  3 839.05  25 #80.#8
Total income  5 544 530.63  5 405 346.!7

Expenditure

Peacebuilding Analysis & Impact program  -677 230.0#  -469 584.28
Mediation program  -932 56#.72  -9#0 268.58
Dealing with the Past program    -520 258.05  -522 726.72
Statehood & Con!ict program  -448 008.75  -404 454.83
KOFF   -775 580.07  -943 232.#5
BEFORE    -36 322.65  -2#8 303.95
Innovation Pool  -942 243.22  -# 052 30#.93
swisspeace Academy  -6#7 730.02  -234 570.#8
Project coordination  -#77 369.80  -#6# 43#.55
Total project expenditure  -5 !27 304.29  -4 9!6 874.!7

Total administrative expenditure

Operating pro"t  -5! !00.86  -35 846.26
    
Financial income  3 293.6#  3 382.04
Other income  -#3 627.64  2 768.95
    
Result before movement of funds  -6! 434.89  -29 695.27
    
Movement of funds  #8 000.00  0.00
    
Result for the year  -43 434.89  -29 695.27
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Donors and clients

African Development Bank – AfDB
Anonymous donation from a foundation from Basel
Basler Kantonalbank
Canton of Basel-Stadt
Caritas
Centre of Diversity & National Harmony – CDNH
cfd – the feminist Peace Organization
Commission for Research Partnerships with Developing 
Countries – KFPE
Congenium Foundation
Danzer Group
Donations from individuals
EAER / Commission for Technology and Innovation – CTI
EAER / State Secretariat for Education, Research and 
Innovation – SERI
Embassy of Canada
European External Action Service – EEAS
FDFA / Directorate for Resources – DR
FDFA / Human Security Division – HSD
FDFA / OSCE Chairmanship Task Force
FDFA / Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
– SDC
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs – FDFA
Folke Bernadotte Academy
Friends of World Peace Academy
FSC Global Development GmbH
Geneva Centre for Security Policy – GCSP
Gerda Henkel Foundation
HELVETAS Swiss Intercooperation
Institute for European Global Studies, University of Basel
Institute for Development and Peace – INEF
Janggen-Pöhn Foundation
London School of Economics and Political Science – LSE
mediatEUr
Norwegian Peacebuilding Resource Centre – NOREF
Overseas Development Institute – ODI
Pax
PeaceNexus Foundation
Schranner AG
Swiss Academy of Humanities and Social Sciences – SAHS
Swiss National Science Foundation – SNSF
Swiss Red Cross
Search for Common Ground – SFCG
swisspeace Support Association
Swiss Church Aid – HEKS 
United Nations Development Programme – UNDP
United Nations Entity for Gender Equality  
and the Empowerment of Women – UNWomen
University of Basel
University of Durham
University of Oxford
Volkswagen Foundation

Ratio of income by donor

 FDFA / Human Security Division
 Federal Department of Economic Affairs,  

 Education and Research – EAER 
 International donors (UN, EU)
 FDFA/ Swiss Agency for Development

 and Cooperation
 Swiss National Science Foundation
 Other Swiss donors
 Students/ scholarship holders  

 Total CHF 5.5 millions

9%

15%

6%

4%

!!%

43%

!2%
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Staff

Executive Management
Matthias Boss (since June 2014)
Prof. Dr. Laurent Goetschel
Dr. Heinz Krummenacher (until June 2014)
Dr. Anita Müller (until February 2014)

Dealing with the Past
Head: Elisabeth Baumgartner
Dr. Lisa Ott (cover July – December 2014)
Julie Bernath, Doctoral candidate
Maya Chollet, Intern
Nicola Diday, Program of"cer
Dr. Briony Jones, Senior researcher
Marie-Ursula Kind, Associated expert
Ingrid Oliveira, Program of"cer
Sandra Rubli, Program of"cer

Mediation
Head: Matthias Siegfried
Armend Baruti, Local coordinator in Kosovo
Rachel Gasser, Deputy head of Mediation program
Olivier Haener, Senior program of"cer
Sara Hellmüller, Program of"cer and doctoral 
candidate
%arko Krtini , Local coordinator in Kosovo
Julia Palmiano, Program of"cer
Corinne von Burg, Program of"cer
Mathias Zeller, Program of"cer

Peacebuilding Analysis & Impact
Head: Roland Dittli 
Kushtrim Adili, Intern
Stefan Bächtold, Doctoral candidate and program 
of"cer
Anna Bernhard, Program of"cer
Nadina Diday, Program of"cer
Sabina Handschin, Senior program of"cer 
So"a Palli, Program of"cer
Ursina Schönholzer, Assistant program of"cer
Marcel von Arx, Associated expert
Corinne von Burg, Program of"cer

Statehood and Con!ict
Head: Dr. Didier Péclard
Lukas Krienbuehl, Program of"cer
Sandra Rubli, Doctoral candidate
Martina Santschi, Researcher and doctoral 
candidate
Stephan Ziegler, Program of"cer

Innovation Pool
Head: Prof. Dr. Laurent Goetschel
Rina Alluri, Researcher and head Business & 
Peace (cover since September 2014)

Natascha Cerny, Program of"cer
Cécile Druey, Program of"cer
Claire Drummond, Intern Business & Peace
Sergio Gemperle, Doctoral candidate
Andreas Graf, Project of"cer Business & Peace  
and Doctoral candidate
Dr. Andrea Iff, Head Business & Peace
Sandra P!uger, Research coordinator
Myra Posluschny, Doctoral candidate
Mathias Winterberg, Intern Business & Peace

KOFF
Head: Sidonia Gabriel 
Ursina Bentele, Training program of"cer 
Nadina Diday, Program of"cer
Lukas Krienbuehl, Editor KOFF Newsletter 
Anna Leissing, Program of"cer
Jeanne Lüthi, Intern
Sandra Rubli, Program of"cer
Dr. Annemarie Sancar, Senior program of"cer
Marie Seidel, Editor KOFF Newsletter 
Franziska Sigrist, Training program of"cer

swisspeace Academy
Head: Franziska Sigrist 
Ursina Bentele, Program of"cer
Charlotte Bhattarai, Administration
Elena Cicic, Cleaning services
Christel Dietzsch, Of"ce manager and program 
of"cer
Angelita Dos Santos, Cleaning services
Ingrid Oliveira, Program of"cer
Vicky Samantha Rossi, MAS program coordinator
Sarmad Tamer, Intern
Doina Trajanovski, Cleaning services

Communications
Head: Lukas Krienbuehl
Dr. Heinz Krummenacher
Vicky Samantha Rossi

Central Services
Head: Irène Gurtner
Tahir Cinar, IT manager
Sabine Hausherr, Accounting of"cer
Christine Hirschi, Finance of"cer
Maria Hoffstetter, Administration
Luis Patricio, Cleaning services
Liliana Rossier, Library and administration

Community Service
Amadeo Ismael Disasi, Mike Dubois, Michael Hohl, 
Toni Joller, Damian Kessi, Diego Moresi,  
Benjamin Veress
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Foundation Board

Foundation Board

President
Dr. Jakob Kellenberger
Former State Secretary and President 
of the ICRC*
Vice President
Dr. Barbara Haering
Director of econcept AG, President of the 
Council of Foundation of the Geneva International 
Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD)*

Members
Peter Ammann
Owner and manager of Peter Ammann 
Finanzberatung, Bern*
Dr. Beat Dietschy
Director of Bread for all, Bern
Hugo Fasel
Director of Caritas, Lucerne
Dr. Esther Girsberger
Publicist and owner of speakers.ch, Zurich
Dr. Sandra Hedinger
Head Public & Regulatory Affairs at SIX Group, 
Zurich* (until May 2014)
Prof. Dr. Maarten Hoenen
Vice-Chancellor for teaching and development, 
University of Basel
Dr. Josef Lang
Historian, former National Councilor, Zug
Daniel Lätsch
Commander of General Staff College 
(Swiss Armed Forces), Kriens
Esther Maurer
Director of Solidar Suisse, Zurich
Prof. Ueli Mäder
Sociologist, University of Basel
Dr. Peter Messerli
Director, Centre for Development and 
Environment, University of Bern
Géraldine Savary
Member of the Swiss Council of States, Lausanne
Dr. Rolf Tanner
Senior Risk Manager, SwissRe, Zurich
Prof. Daniel Thürer
Director of the Institute of International Law, 
University of Zurich
Prof. Frédéric Varone
Political Science Faculty, University of Geneva* 
Prof. Andreas Wenger
Head of the Research Center  
for Security Policy of the Swiss Federal Institute  
of Technology Zurich (ETHZ) 
Ambassador Claude Wild
Head of the Human Security Division, FDFA, Bern

Permanent Observer
Guido Miescher
State Secretariat for Education, Research and 
Innovation, Bern

* Member of the Executive Committee of the Board
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Advisory Boards

Scienti"c Advisory Board 

President
Prof. Dr. Sabine Maasen
Technical University of Munich

Members
Prof. Dr. Lars-Erik Cederman
Center for Comparative and International Studies, 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich and 
University of Zurich
Prof. Dr. Barbara Harff
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis
Prof. Dr. Hans Hurni
University of Bern
Prof. Dr. Fred Tanner
Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP)
Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter Wolf
Technical University of Darmstadt and Peace 
Research Institute Frankfurt

Business Advisory Board

President
Dr. Rolf Tanner
Senior Risk Manager, SwissRe

Members
Daniel Bloch
CEO, Camille-Bloch
Dr. Barbara Dubach
EngageAbility
André Lüthi
CEO, Globetrotter
Dr. Victor P. Schmid
Communications Consultant,
Hirzel.Neef.Schmid.Konsulenten
Peter Stämp!i
CEO, Stämp!i Ltd.
Dr. David Wartenweiler
Habib Bank AG
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Publications

In 2014 the following titles were  
published in the swisspeace series:

swisspeace Working Papers

1 | 2014
Acquittal of Gotovina and Haradinaj.
A Lost Chance for Dealing with the Past
in the Balkans?
Briony Jones, Elisabeth Baumgartner, 
Vesna Ter&eli, Nora Refaeil, Jonathan Sisson

2 | 2014
Fighting ‘Feminist Fatigue’?
Women and Peace Negotiations
Julia Palmiano

3 | 2014
Overcoming the Crisis: Diversity and Human
Rights in the New Bolivian Constitution
Claudia Josi

4 | 2014
International and Local Actors in Peacebuilding:
Why Don’t They Cooperate?
Sara Hellmüller

5 | 2014
Working in and on Myanmar:
Reflections on a ‘light footprint’ approach 
Stefan Bächtold, Rachel Gasser, Julia Palmiano, 
Rina M. Alluri, Sabina Stein

6 | 2014
Canadian Reconciliation in an International
Context
Elizabeth Shelley

7 | 2014
Challenges of Peace Research
Laurent Goetschel, Sandra P!uger (eds)

swisspeace Essentials

1 | 2014
Gender and Dealing with the Past
Elisabeth Baumgartner, Sandra Rubli

2 | 2014
The Probative Value of Archival Documents
Trudy Huskamp Peterson

3 | 2014
Implementation of the Swiss Guidelines
on the Protection of Human Rights Defenders
Anna Leissing

4 | 2014
Can Mediation Do Harm? Conflict Sensitivity
in International Peace Negotiations
Sara Hellmüller, Corinne von Burg, Mathias Zeller

KOFF Critical Re!ections

Promoting Women’s Participation in Peace
Negotiations and Peace Processes
Cordula Reimann

Challenges for Human Rights Defenders:
Reflections from Nepal
Dipendra Jha, Anna Leissing

An Afghan exit strategy from aid-dependency:
Private sector development in Afghanistan
Can Günes Deniz

Ukraine 2014 – Civil Society Creating Space
between Past and Future
Jürgen Kräftner, Cécile Druey

Reconciliation in South Sudan in the context
of the current crisis
Briony Jones, Ferdinand von Habsburg-Lothringen

Local Elections in Kosovo – A Step Closer
to „Normalization“?
Andreas Ernst
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Publications

Additional publications  
by swisspeace staff members

Books
 
Sara Hellmüller, Martina Santschi (eds) 
Is Local Beautiful? Peacebuilding between
International Interventions and Locally
Led Initiatives.
Springer Verlag. 

Martina Caroni, Tobias Grasdorf-Meyer, 
Lisa Ott, Nicole Scheiber
Migrationsrecht.
Stämp!i Verlag.

Book chapters
 
Rina M. Alluri, Martina Leicher, Karsten Palme, 
Ulrike Joras 
Understanding Economic Effects of Violent
Conflicts on Tourism: Empirical Reflections from
Croatia Rwanda and Sri Lanka.
In: C. Wohlmuther and W. Wintersteiner (eds.).  
International Book on Tourism and Peace. 
Drava Verlag, 101–119.

Elisabeth Baumgartner 
Die Verfolgung von Völkerstraftaten
in der Schweiz.
In: Christoph Safferling, Stefan Kirsch (eds.). 
Völkerstrafrechtspolitik.  
Praxis des Völkerstrafrechts. Springer, 399–431.

Cécile Druey, Anna Hess 
Das Engagement der Schweiz im Südkaukasus:
Friedensförderung während des OSZE-Vorsitzes
und darüber hinaus.
In: Christian Nünlist, Oliver Thränert (eds.). 
Bulletin 2014 zur Schweizerischen 
Sicherheitspolitik. CSS ETH Zürich.

Sidonia Gabriel 
Human Rights and Peacebuilding.
In: M. Nowak, U. Werther-Pietsch (eds.).
All Human Rights for All. Vienna Guidebook 
on Peaceful and Inclusive Societies. 
Neuer Wissenschaftlicher Verlag, 89–99.

Laurent Goetschel
Aussenpolitik.
In: P. Knoepfel, Y. Papadopoulos, P. Sciarini, 
A. Vatter, S. Häusermann (eds.). 
Handbuch der Schweizer Politik. 
Verlag NZZ, 623–644.

Laurent Goetschel , Tobias Hagmann
Civilian Peacebuilding:
Peace by Bureaucratic Means?
In: R. MacGinty (ed.). Peacebuilding. 
Vol. 2. Sage, 397–414.

Sara Hellmüller
Que signifie la paix en République Démocratique
du Congo : des perspectives locales sur les
stratégies internationales.
In: Annuaire français de Relations Internationales,  
Vol. XV. Université Panthéon-Assas.

Sara Hellmüller 
Owners or Partners? A Critical Analysis
of the Concept of Local Ownership.
In: Sara Hellmüller, Martina Santschi (eds.). 
Is Local Beautiful? Peacebuilding between 
International Interventions and Locally Led 
Initiatives. Springer, 3–14.

Heinz Krummenacher, Albert Schnabel 
Towards a Human Security Based Early-Warning
and Response System.
In: A. Schnabel and Y. Pedrazzini. Operationalizing  
Human Security. Concept, Analysis, Application.  
EPFL, 41–56.

Marco P"ster
Shooting Bambi? Critical Reflections on
International Approaches to Local Ownership.
In: Sara Hellmüller, Martina Santschi (eds.). 
Is Local Beautiful? Peacebuilding between 
International Interventions and Locally Led 
Initiatives. Springer, 33–40.

Martina Santschi
Traditional Authorities, Local Justice and Local
Conflict Resolution Mechanisms in South Sudan.
In: Sara Hellmüller, Martina Santschi (eds.). 
Is Local Beautiful? Peacebuilding between 
International Interventions and Locally 
Led Initiatives. Springer, 43–63.



Publications
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Journal articles

Julie Bernath  
Book Review: „Resisting Gendered Norms.
Civil Society, the Juridical and Political Space
in Cambodia”. Mona Lilja. Farnham: Ashgate, 2013.
Journal of Contemporary Asia. 2014. 
Published online: 13.12.2014.

Sara Hellmüller 
Explaining the Congo wars. 
Book review of „Congo”. Thomas Turner. 
Polity Press. 
The Political Quarterly, 85(1), 93–95.

Sara Hellmüller 
A story of mutual adaptation?
The interaction between local and international
peacebuilding actors in Ituri.
Peacebuilding, 2(2), 188–201.

Sara Hellmüller 
République démocratique du Congo.
Une lueur d’espoir ?
Diplomatie, 69/2014, 8–12.

Sara Hellmüller, Corinne von Burg, Mathias Zeller 
Kann Mediation schaden? Konfliktsensitivität
in internationalen Friedensverhandlungen.
Kon!iktdynamik, 4/2014. 

Briony Jones 
Ensuring a political space for conflict
by applying Chantal Mouffe to post-war
reconstruction and development.
Progress in Development Studies, 14(3), 249–259.

Myra Posluschny-Treuner
Buchrezension: „Landgrabbing. Landnahmen
in historischer und globaler Perspektive”.
B. Englert und B. Gräber (eds.).
Wien: new academic press. 2014.
Stichproben – Wiener Zeitschrift für kritische 
Afrikastudien, 27/2014

Other publications

Cécile Druey, Jürgen Kräftner 
Die Folgen des Maidan-Aufstandes.
Friedenszeitung 10/2014, 14–17.

Sidonia Gabriel, Annemarie Sancar 
Vernetzung für den Frieden.
Frauenstimme, 3/2014.

Sidonia Gabriel
Konfliktsensibilität: Zeit für das nächste Level!
FriEnt Impulse 10/2014, 10–13.

Sara Hellmüller, John Ahere
Mediation and Conflict Transformation.
Discussion Points of the Mediation Support 
Network (MSN) No. 5, Durban.

Daniel Maxwell, Martina Santschi, 
Rachel Gordon, Philip Dau, Leben Moro 
Livelihoods, access to services and
perceptions of governance: An analysis
of Uror and Nyirol counties, South Sudan.
Secure Livelihoods Research Consortium.

Daniel Maxwell, Martina Santschi 
From post-conflict recovery and state building
to a renewed humanitarian emergency:
A brief reflection on South Sudan.
Secure Livelihoods Research Consortium.

Didier Péclard 
Bringing Politics Back. Comments on
Martin Dahinden’s “Democracy Promotion
at a Local Level”.
International Development Policy, 5(2).

Martina Santschi, Leben Moro, Philip Dau,  
Rachel Gordon, Daniel Maxwell 
Livelihoods, access to services and perceptions
of governance: An analysis of Pibor county,
South Sudan from the perspective of displaced
people.
Secure Livelihoods Research Consortium.

Daniel Maxwell, Martina Santschi, Rachel Gordon 
Looking back to look ahead? Reviewing key
lessons from Operation Lifeline Sudan and past
humanitarian operations in South Sudan.
Secure Livelihoods Research Consortium.

Additional publications  
by swisspeace staff members



Supporting peace 

The Support Association enables swisspeace  
to work on topics beyond trendy issues. It  
hence makes an important contribution toward  
consolidating independent peace research in 
Switzerland. In return, members of the Support 
Association are given insights into our research  
and practical projects.

 As independent research institute, swiss-
peace gratefully relies on the "nancial and moral 
support it receives from the Support Association. In 
2014, Support Association members were again
regularly invited to events, including the swisspeace 
annual conference on preventing armed con!icts. 
Topical peace policy issues are also being discussed 
at the Support Association’s annual meeting. At the  
2014 gathering, for example, Elisabeth Baumgartner  
explored the role of archives in dealing with  
the past processes in the Philippines and Tunisia. 
Members therefore got a closer look at our  
Dealing with the Past program.

You can promote peace too!
Individuals CHF 100.–
Students / pensioners CHF 50.–
Small institutions CHF 500.–
Middle-sized institutions CHF 1500.-
Large institutions CHF 2500.-
Donations: postal account 30-25227-3

You can register online at  
www.swisspeace.ch/aboutus/support-us
For further information, please contact us at  
info@swisspeace.ch or by phone  
on +41 (0)31 330 12 12.
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